The below critical recommendations must be improved and work completed BEFORE EXPLORATION
fracking takes place.
Recommendation 5.1 (Enforceable code of practice for abandonment of onshore gas wells)
Recommendation 5.6 (Wastewater management framework)
Recommendation 7.1 (Water Act amended for shale extraction licence and payment for water)
Recommendation 7.4 (Strategic regional environmental and baseline assessment (SREBA), including a regional
groundwater model, be developed and undertaken)
Recommendation 8.4 (Fire management plan and 10 year baseline assessment)
Recommendation 9.2 (Code of practice be developed and implemented for monitoring, detection and reporting
of methane emissions)
Recommendation 10.1 (Human Health Risk Assessment prepared and approved)
Recommendation 12.11 (Social impact management plan) This recommendation should also be extended to
allow for the legal right to say ‘no’ to fracking.
Recommendation 14.1 (Design and implement a full cost recovery system for fracking regulation)
Recommendation 14.16 (Legislation to regulate seismic surveys, drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and well
abandonment)
Recommendation 14.18 (Fit and proper person test)
Recommendation 15.1 (Strategic regional environmental and baseline assessment (SREBA) undertaken and no
go zones implemented)
In the NT there is a saying, “Once you frack you can’t go back.” Exploration fracking is no different. The
studies, legal improvements and no-go zones suggested by the panel are critical. They must be actioned before
any further fracking exploration.
Let’s not wait until the production phase to put in place critical new regulations and laws. We must avoid
delays to the protection of the Northern Territory’s water, landscapes and people.
My view is to not even commence the process in the first place, once started there is not turning back.
We are experiencing the manipulation of the gas companies now, once they start who's going to shut them
down or regulate them? They will just pay their way out' of any problems , like we are seeing now with back
handed donations.
The NT doesn't have a good track record with mining without environmental impact. One example is Mt Todd
where contaminates flowed down the Daly, who's cleaning up that mess?
Our water ways are precious, they are our livelihood and our income, they attract many millions of tourists each
year. We are already seeing an impact to this with the Tindal contamination. This also highlights how easy it is
for contaminates to seep into our waterways.
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This fracking is planned in the back yard of Mataranka Thermal Springs. Do you know where this water comes
from?
The regulation to not frack within a short distance from a waterway is criminal when the fractures can go
hundred of miles underground.
It will litter the landscape.
The harsh NT environment will see the infrastructure corrode faster than other jurisdictions.
We have had a major earthquake in Tennant Creek, I feel this will add pressure to that fault.
Do not frack, it is forever and it is not welcome! I would much rather see that land with solar panels on it!
Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter for the future of the Northern Territory.
Yours sincerely, G C Palmerston City, Northern Territory, 0830, Australia
_________________________ This email was sent by G C via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however G provided an
email address
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to G C at
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit:
www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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